JOURNAL OF ARNOLD BENNETT
In the night I finished the tenth volume (just out) of Tchekoff.
Apart from ' Ward No. 6 ', the only long story, I think the best
thing in it is ' The Frost'. It struck me on re-reading ' Ward
No. 6' (for the 3rd time) that this tale is not at all like any
other tale in the volume, and that there are very few Tchekoffs
like it in manner in any volume. In places it seems to have
been written under English influences. It is a most terrible
story, and one of the most violent instances of Tchekoffs
preoccupation with Russian slackness, and corruption.
London, Thursday, April 28th.
Lord Justice O'Connor came for lunch yesterday. He is still
paying visits to London to negotiate a settlement.1 He didn't
seem too hopeful, and the difficulty was to get either side to
put anything in writing. Previous to this I had written 1,100
words and was perfectly exhausted and enerve. In the evening
I joined Beverley Baxter, Helen Drury, and X. (Gaiety actress)
at Queen's Hall Dinner-dance. After midnight the place got
rowdy with rattles, trumpets, balloons etc. etc. Left at 12.30.
I greatly enjoyed this evening, but was not absolutely raving
about X., who was stiff, and said she had a sense of humour,
which is always a sure untruth when anybody utters it.
London, Tuesday, May yd..
I am still reading Moore's " Heloi'se and Abelard ", very slowly.
Some of it is fine, but on the whole it is d&laye.
London, Saturday, May ytJi.
Futile reflection about "Mr. Prohack" most of yesterday;
but I got the ideas at night. I arose early this morn and
had written another 600 words before 8.15 and 1,000 before
10.30. To-day we go .to Thorpe, and on Monday I go to the
yacht.
London, Friday, May zoth.
Yesterday was what can be lawfully called a full day. After
a late night dancing I made my tea at 7 a.m. and worked. Corre-
spondence and advising M. about her Anglo-French Poetry
xThe negotiations to conclude the Irish Treaty were nearing a crucial
stage.
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